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Abstract—Service Oriented Architectures ease integration of
heterogeneous systems, such as sensor data and workflow sys-
tems. Systems are integrated since they model an overlapping
part of the physical world, i.e., physical objects exchanged
between different parties. For workflows handling physical
objects, the correlation of sensor data with workflow states and
workflow state changes are investigated in this paper. Further,
the implications of the state or state change correlation on
the workflow execution and the support by existing service
infrastructures is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In case a workflow describes the handling of physical
objects, workflow systems and sensor data are more and
more integrated. An example is context aware applications,
where workflows use context information supporting users
in fulfilling a task in a physical environment [1]. Another
example is logistics processes, where sensor information fa-
cilitates fleet management and package tracking applications
[2]. The SOA support for integration of workflow systems
and sensor data motivates an investigation of tight and loose
integration or correlation of workflow systems and sensor
data and the implications on workflow properties.
Sensor data as well as workflow systems describe a view
on the physical world consisting of physical objects with
properties and a location. This view can never be complete
and is not always precise. Sensor data introducing physical
objects into the digitial world, for instance, are potentially
imprecise [3]. For example, a physical object passing by
an RFID reader too fast, such that the reading can not be
completed results in not recording the moving object.
Further, the view maintained of the workflow system is
not representing the actual flow of the physical goods. E.g.
in [4] the authors argue that information in a workflow
system can be imprecise. Furthermore, the workflow in
the physical world may deviate from the workflow in the
workflow system. Discrepancies can be either exceptional,
i.e., ad hoc changes in the real world on request which are
not reflected in the workflow system, or structural, i.e., the
deviation/evolution of the realized workflow execution from
the workflow specification [5].
In this paper, a traditional way of using sensor data for
decision making in workflows is compared to the proposed
way of using sensor data to identify inconsistencies between
physical and digital world. Further, the implications of
imprecisions on the sensor and/or the workflow side in
Figure 1. Logistics Scenario: Picking and Sorting
handling physical goods are discussed. Correlating sensor
data for decision making in a workflow means using sensor
information at decision points of a workflow (see Sect VI) -
further called tight correlation. Correlating sensor data for
identifying inconsistencies with a workflow means relating
sensor data to states of a workflow execution (see Sect VII)
- further called loose correlation. It turns out that besides
classical syntactic and semantic integration problems [6],
several challenges can be identified (see Sect IX): In case
of tight correlation the benefit is that the usage of sensor data
reduces the human involvement in the workflow execution,
while it increases the vulnerability to incomplete modeling
of physical objects, e.g., changes in the sensor infrastructure
or applying the workflow to additional physical objects. In
case of loose correlation, the benefit is a high flexibility to
errors and changes in the infrastructure and the evaolution of
the workflow, while the involvement of humans in executing
the workflow increases.
II. SCENARIO
As a running example, part of a logistics process is used.
It consists of a conveyor belt, equipped with sensors for
weight measuring, height and length scanning of packages,
and a bar code reader on the packages (see Fig 1). The
conveyor belt connects a container used for shipping and a
warehouse. The belt is used in two different workflows: the
loading of a container called picking and the unloading of
a container called sorting. The sensor data acquired on the
belt correspond to the physical movement of boxes in the
physical world, which corresponds to processing information
of a purchase or procurement order related to the loading or
unloading of the container and the corresponding changes
in stock values in the warehouse information system.
In a realistic scenario, a company has several of these
conveyor belts operated in parallel for several containers
either operated for sorting or picking (see lower part Fig
2 representing the physical world). Workflow models use
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the picking and sorting as building blocks (tasks) for order
and procurement workflows. Workflows are described as
workflow schemas which are instantiated as potentially
several concurrent workflow instances (see upper left part
of Fig 2)[7]. The state of a workflow instance describes the
view of the workflow instance on a subset of the physical
world.
Sensor data also distinguish schema and instances [8].
A schema is the specification of relations by specifying
columns using names and data types, while instances contain
the actual data values. Sensor data here consist of rather
static metadata and streaming sensor data (see upper right
part of Fig 2). Sensor data instances describe the view of a
sensor on a subset of the physical world at a specific point
in time.
The movement of boxes in the context of sorting and
picking is a task performed in the physical world, which
can be observed by the sensors installed on the conveyor
belt (see Fig 1: dimension scanner, scale and bar code
reader) and which has an associated representation in a
workflow instance. In the following three scenarios illustrate
potential incorrect data in sensor data or workflow systems.
1) Sensors can break or require maintenance. As a conse-
quence, the weight sensor can be out of order, but due
to heavy working load the conveyor belt must be used
anyway. This results in weight sensor data of value
Not a Number (NaN).
2) The packages are unloaded by human workers. The
worker places two packages with the same bar code
on top of each other on the belt. As a consequence,
the length and weight sensors are not able to detect
that there are two packages on top of each other. The
bar code reader reports only a single code. The two
packages are represented in the sensor data as one
package with double weight and wrong height.
3) The vendor of the packages in the container calls
a human operator telling him that five packages are
not included in the container, but will be delivered
the next day by overnight express. The operator calls
the supervisor in the warehouse informing him about
the late delivery of the five packages. The related
procurement workflow instance remains unchanged
since changing it is much more effort than keeping
track of this late delivery outside the system. Thus,
the workflow system does not know about the late
delivery of the five packages.
4) The workflow evolves by applying the workflow to
additional products, i.e., physical objects. In case these
objects do not have a bar code but an RFID chip,
the lack of an RFID reader and a bar code results in
incomplete sensor data.
In the following notions of states are introduced for
workflow systems (Sect III) and sensor data (Sect IV),
which are then correlated with each other (Sect VI and VII).
The above three scenarios are used to investigate workflow
properties for incorrect data.
III. NOTIONS OF WORKFLOW STATES
A workflow is specified as a workflow schema and
executed as a workflow instance [7]. The instance follows
the specification provided by the schema and maintains
a notion of state. Execution of a workflow instance is
based on a sequence of state changes, also called state
transitions. Depending on the underlying workflow model
state is represented very differently.
One extreme type of workflow models maintains all state
information as global variables, like e.g. Tuple spaces [9],
[10] or I/O automata [11]. In this case a state transition
means changing global variables. Whether a specific state
transition is allowed in a particular state is expressed as
constraints on the global variables.
The other extreme type of workflow models maintains
all state information implicitly in state names. Here a state
name does not have any meaning, but can only be reached
by a specific sequence of state transitions like e.g. Finite
State Automata [12] and Petri Nets [13]. Thus, the actual
meaning of the state is hidden in state transition sequences
resulting in the particular state.
BPEL as a workflow specification in the SOA context
provides the expressiveness for pure global variable and pure
state name workflow models, as well as for mixed workflow
models.
In general, state name workflow models can be trans-
formed into global variable workflow models, by introducing
a history global variable maintaining the list of executed
state transitions as a representation of state. Thus, in the
following, a workflow state is represented as a set of
variables representing the state information.
State transitions change a workflow from one state to
another. Transitions can be enabled based on external or
internal events, which are represented as transition labels.
External events are e.g. incoming messages or events ini-
tiated by a user or a sensor, while internal events are e.g.
timeouts or data driven decisions.
With regard to the scenario in Sect II there are two
schemas depicted in Fig 2 one representing the picking and
one the sorting. Further there are two instances of the sorting
and three instances of the picking in different states, where
grey circles mark the states executed so far.
A. Infrastructure Support
In the following it is discussed how current workflow
systems provide access to events and state information.
Inclusion of external events, like e.g. sensor data is straight
forward. In case of BPEL an event could be issued as a mes-
sage sent to the BPEL process (push) requiring correlation
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Figure 2. Underlying Model: physical world, workflows and sensor data
information, or it could be requested from the sensor in case
a decision point has been reached (pull).
Accessing state information is less easy. In the general
reference model for workflow systems [14] accessing state
information is not standardized although this has been
considered beneficial for distributed environments. This is
to a certain extend understandable, since the representation
of state information is essential for the performance of the
workflow system. However, vendor proprietary, potentially
closed, interfaces exist for sharing state information between
several distributed workflow systems.
This observation concur with the findings in service
related workflow systems, like an attempt on monitoring a
BPEL workflow engine [15] or on monitoring approaches in
service compositions [16], [17], [18].
There are options to access state information if workflow
systems based on tuple spaces are used. In [19] an XML
based tuple space is described which can be used to explicate
state information and make it accessible via standard read
and write operations. An example of a distributed workflow
engine facilitating tuple spaces is described in [10]. In gen-
eral workflow systems store state information in a database
(e.g. [20]), which can be made accessible via services like
e.g. [21]. This seems to be applicable especially in enterprise
scenarios, like the one outlined in Sect II, since it is a closed
enterprise system and accessing state information without
modifying it allows to relate workflow instance state and
physical world.
IV. NOTION OF SENSOR DATA STATE
Sensor data are observations by a sensor of a physical
object. Often raw sensor data requires further processing to
higher level events to be useful in the workflow context.
Sensor data fusion combines metadata and other sensor data
to events on a higher abstraction level or of higher data
quality [22]. The sensor data from the scenario (see Sect
II) are fused into tuples describing physical packages with
length, height, weight, and code information. In the fusion
process, the continuous height signal is used to derive the
actual height of the package and the length assuming a
fixed speed of the conveyor belt. The maximum of the
continuous weight signal is derived as the weight of the
package. The bar code signal needs no modification. Due to
the time proximity of sensor readings and the knowledge on
the location of the sensors and the direction in which the
conveyor belt is turning, the individual sensor data can be
grouped into tuples.
Relations between objects in the physical world and
sensor data require a possibility to relate physical objects
and sensor data by means of an identifier. In the example,
the bar code is a non unique identifier of a package in the
physical world. The fusion of sensor data allows to associate
length, height, and weight with the identifier and therefore
with a physical world object. Since these codes are not
unique, several packages with the same Universal Product
Code (UPC) may be contained in the container and the
warehouse. Thus the association of sensor data and physical
objects is not unique.
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Although sensor data fusion is an important topic, the
focus in this paper is on relating sensor data and workflow
systems. Therefore, the difficulties of sensor data fusion
are not addressed. Since fused sensor data has the same
characteristics as acquired sensor data, it is assumed that
sensor data in sufficient data quality and sufficient abstrac-
tion is available. Further, since metadata do not reflect the
dynamics of the physical world, the focus in the following
is on streaming sensor data.
The state of the physical world as observed by the
available sensors at a point in time is described by the
combination of the readings of all available sensors at
that point in time. The dynamics of the physical world
corresponds to changes of data over time. Thus, a state
change in sensor data is the change on the sensor state
between two points in time.
With regard to the scenario in Sect II the metadata are
represented on the upper part of the right side, while the
actual sensor data is depicted on the lower part of the right
side. Data and metadata of height sensor, the scale and the
bar code reader are depicted for a time t0 plus the specified
delay.
A. Infrastructure Support
The Sensor Web Enablement is a working group in the
Open Geospatial Consortium. In this context the Observa-
tions and Measurements1 specification describes schema for
sensor data and acquisition methods, which are used by the
Sensor Observation Service 2 specification providing a Web
Services interface for retrieving sensor data. Besides these
standards there are many proprietary Web Service and REST
interfaces for devices, like e.g. [23], [24]. In general there
are two main concepts on how sensor data can be made
accessible as a Web Service based stream.
The first approach hides the physical sensor devices by
using wrappers and providing a virtual sensor with web
based data publishing and data access capabilities. Further,
but less standardized and potentially more distributed ap-
proaches are the Global Sensor Network [25], the Sensor
Data Web 3, and the dataturbine 4 [26]. In the context of
the Open Grid Forum, the Web Service Data Access and
Integration [24] specification has to be mentioned, which
describes web based interfaces to data resources. In the
context of the Internet of Things activities different wrapper
based infrastructures have been proposed to make sensor
data available as Web Services, like e.g. [27].
The second approach is based on Web Service enabled
sensor devices, like e.g. the sunspot 5 using a Java based Web






several different languages and a comparative performance
test can be found in [28]. Also in context of the Internet of
Things and Smart Factories web based sensor data access
has been discussed either based on Web Services [29] or on
REST interface [23].
V. CORRELATION OF SENSOR DATA AND WORKFLOW
SYSTEMS
A conclusion of the previous two sections is that acces-
sibility of state information of sensor data and workflow
systems is available - at least in an enterprise context. The
sensor state and the workflow state each represent a subset
of the state of physical objects in the physical world at a
point in time. The aim is now to integrate and correlate the
overlapping parts of sensor data state and workflow state via
the state of physical objects.
A. Assumptions
This paper is not focusing on syntactic and semantic
integration problems [6], but addresses a systematic inves-
tigation on how sensor data and workflow state information
can be correlated.
Since the correlation can only be accomplished via phys-
ical objects these objects must be distinguishable, i.e.,
identifiable. In particular, the physical objects have to be
identifiable on the same level of granularity. For example,
the modeling of a pallet full of packages in a workflow
system may not know details about the packages on the
pallet. If the sensor data represent the packages and do not
know about the pallet, then the granularity differences can
not be resolved.
Thus, it is assumed that sensor data and workflow system
have no syntactic and semantic integration problems, and
being based on identifiable physical objects on the same
granularity level, the correlation of states is possible.
B. Correlation
Sensors can detect the presence or properties of a physical
object, however, not every change in location or property is
detected by sensors due to unreliability of sensors, main-
tenance, or other obstructions. The presence of a physical
object can be related to a physical location using sensor
metadata (see Fig 3 center).
State transitions in a workflow instance result either in
a change of location or property of a physical object or
no change at all. However, not every change on a physical
object is directly related to a state transition (see Fig 3 right
hand side). For instance if for some cleaning activity of a
shelf in the warehouse the packages have to be moved from
the shelf, this is not related to any order or procurement state
transition.
This means that the focus must be on observable changes
of physical objects. Further, a change in location or property








Figure 3. Sensor Data and Workflow Correlation
related to a state transition, which makes correlating sensor
data and workflow systems a challenge (see Fig 3 left hand
side).
In general, there are two possibilities to relate sensor data
and workflow systems:
• State transitions in workflows can be triggered by an
event, which can represent a state change in the physical
world observed by sensors. Thus, sensor data is used
in the control flow of the workflow as a trigger of a
state transition.
• Changes of workflow states and sensor data states
can be correlated to see whether changes on physical
objects are consistently performed over all physical
objects effected by a state transition and are consistently
observed by the sensor data. This is a monitoring
approach to identify inconsistencies in sensor data and
workflow states.
Error classes:
• successful workflow execution in case of reliable sensor
data without exception: this is the case where every-
thing goes fine
• successful workflow execution in case of unreli-
able/erroneous sensor data: e.g. see Sect II error 2
• successful workflow execution in case of workflow pro-
cessing with undocumented changes in the workflow:
e.g. see Sect II error 3
• effect of workflow evolution: e.g. see Sect II error 4
• effect of changes on the sensor infrastructure: e.g. see
Sect II error 1
C. Evaluation Criteria
The investigation of the two correlation mechanisms is
done according to the following criteria:
• manual labor cost during workflow schema design:
How much manual effort is initially required to inte-
grating the sensor and workflow systems
• manual labor cost during workflow instance execution:
How much manual effort is required for the execution
of a single workflow instance?
VI. SENSOR STATE AND WORKFLOW STATE
TRANSITIONS
A. Approach
A workflow state transition is triggered by an external
event, i.e., a change in a sensor reading. In particular, an
event is defined by a predicate P evaluated on workflow and
sensor state information The state information is included
since the predicate may contain workflow instance specific
variables, like e.g. a package number for package tracking.
Checking whether the predicate evaluates to true or false
can be done either on the workflow side (pull of sensor
data) or on the sensor data side (push of sensor data). There
are approaches considering sensor data quality assessments
provided with the actual sensor measurements. This is the
most commonly used way of correlating sensor data and
workflow systems.
B. Assessment
The approach is assessed according to the criteria in
Sect V-C. The event is defined as a predicate over the
workflow instance state and the sensor data state. This
means that the workflow designer needs to have a good
overview of existing sensor data and a good understanding
of their semantics as well as metadata. Defining the predicate
and ensuring that it is unique for the targeted workflow
instance requires high manual effort. The advantage is that
after the predicate has been defined the state transition is
automatically triggered and therefore no manual intervention
during workflow execution is required.
The execution of the event triggered workflow state
transition strongly depends on the reliability of the sensor
data and the strict execution of the workflows. If data
is unreliable or erroneous the state transition may not be
triggered potentially causing the workflow instance not to
terminate. If there is changes in the workflow, which effects
the handling of physical goods potentially used for triggering
a state transition, then this again may lead to non terminating
instances.
In general the tight connection of sensor data and work-
flow instances increases the risk of deadlocked workflow
instances in case of changes on the workflow schema or the
available sensor data (this includes physical deployment of
sensors as well as processing of derived sensor data). The
risk of deadlocks can be reduced by specifying exception
handling potentially involving human operators. Changes in
a workflow may effect the path of physical objects and the
quality and availability of sensor data at a specific location
may influence the evaluation of the event predicates. Since
only a subset of the sensor data is used in an event predicate
and only some of the triggers are based on sensor data the
risk is assessed medium.
A summary of the assessment for the different criteria
discussed before is contained in State Transition column of
Table I.
VII. SENSOR STATE AND PROCESS STATES
A. Approach
The state of physical objects as represented in sensor







manual labor cost during workflow schema
design
high none
manual labor cost during workflow instance
execution
none maybe
execution with reliable data without exception good good
execution in case of unreliable/erroneous data medium good
execution in case of workflows with changes medium good
effect of workflow evolution medium none
effect of changes on the sensor infrastructure medium none
Table I
SUMMARY OF THE ASSESSMENT
of physical objects captured in sensor data and the state
changes in workflow systems are not dependent on each
other, thus comparing states indicates whether states are
consistent or not. Therefore, workflow state changes are used
as synchronization points for checking consistency, because
they occur less often than sensor data state changes.
The sensor data state changes in the time span between
the previous workflow state change and the current workflow
state change are considered to correlate sensor data and
workflow instance. Let’s assume a workflow instance has
reached state s at time n1 and a state transition is performed
based on state s resulting in state s′ at time n2. Then the
change of state as a consequence of the transition can be
expressed as a set of insert, delete, and update operations
on the description of the state s. The sensor state is the set
of all sensor readings between time n1 and n2. The state
changes are related by a mapping function representing the
correlation of changes in the workflow state and the sensor
data state.
Since the focus of this paper is on investigating correlation
mechanisms, in the following only an intuition on the
mapping function is provided. A detailed investigation is
left for future work. The change in a workflow state could
result in three mapping functions each representing a specific
moving pattern of physical objects effecting sensor data.
• moving: all physical objects of a workflow activity are
moved in the same way and to the same location in
the physical world, i.e., all objects are recorded by the
same sensors.
• sorting: all physical objects arriving in a container are
sorted and distributed in a warehouse. In the workflow
instance state this means assigning location IDs to each
physical object, while in the physical world the objects
are treated independently and thus observed by different
sensors.
• picking: physical objects are moved from the ware-
house in a container for shipment. The physical objects
of various locations are moved into a single location,
while this means an update operation on the warehouse
stock and an update on the packing list of the container,
the movement of the objects is visible in the sensor
state.
B. Assessment
The approach is assessed according to the criteria in Sect
V-C. The sensor data and workflow system are not directly
connected, therefore there is no manual effort required
during design time for combing them. Since the workflow
system is not directly correlated with sensor data, state tran-
sitions can not be enabled by sensor data. Thus, other forms
of coordination are required instead, which may include
coordination by humans resulting in low manual labor. Since
workflow system and sensor data are not directly connected
there is no affect of sensor data on the workflow execution.
However, the mapping is effected by unreliable data and by
workflows with changes. An inconsistent mapping indicates
that workflow state and sensor data are not describing
the same state of the physical world, which might indeed
be the case. Inconsistent mappings require attention from
an administrator, but do not stop the workflow execution.
Ad hoc changes on the workflow schema or the sensor
infrastructure result in a different path respectively different
detection of physical objects, which changes the mapping
function characteristics but does not effect the workflow
execution.
A summary of the assessment for the different criteria
discussed before is contained in Workflow State column of
Table I.
VIII. RELATED WORK
In [30] the authors propose the definition of subpro-
cesses which are selected dependent on the state of context
information. A selection of a subprocess corresponds to
a state change triggered by context information. Specific
subprocesses for exception handling dependent on context
information are proposed in [31].
In [1] the authors extend BPEL to incorporate sensor
data facilitating sensor push, pull and choice operations.
The approach is extended in [3] considering systematic
and stochastic sensor data errors by allowing data quality
measures in the event predicate definition. The data quality
information has to be provided by the sensor data infrastruc-
ture.
In [32] physical objects are associated with tasks in
the context of a specific workflow, like e.g. to borrow a
book from a library. These tasks correspond to subprocesses
changing the global workflow state. A more user centered
view on services issued by objects is discussed in [33],
where the physical presence of objects is translated in
available services available to the user on his mobile device.
The detection of a physical object results in a state change
of the user interface on the user’s mobile device to offer
these additional services.
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Tasks can also be outsourced to physical objects with
computational capabilities called devices as e.g. discussed in
[34]. This approach is extended in [35] to service composi-
tions which are provisioned by an infrastructure depending
on the discovered services provided by devices. In this
case, subprocesses are outsourced, which results in sharing
service descriptions rather than triggering or sharing state
information as discussed in this paper.
Up to my knowledge, the idea of loosely coupling sensor
data and workflow states has not been discussed in literature
before. There is however, quite some literature on correlating
different models based on their overlap describing a system.
Examples are correlating business process models and coor-
dination models at design time [36] or at run time [37], or
the monitoring of Web Service compositions using log infor-
mation [18]. However, sensor data and workflow systems are
indirectly correlated via the state of the physical world, while
the afore mentioned approaches do the correlation directly.
The mapping function between sensor data and workflow
state has some similarities with data integration approaches
like e.g. [6] for homogeneous models. In particular, the
approach of probabilistic data integration could be a good
source of inspiration [38].
Please be aware that although dealing with sensor data
scientific workflows are very different from business work-
flows as discussed in this paper. Scientific workflows are
focusing on processing data often coordinated by data [39],
[40].
IX. DISCUSSION
A conclusion from Tab I is that the correlation of sensor
data to workflow states is much more robust with regard to
change, unreliable data and workflow changes. However, this
comes with the price of potentially requiring other events for
state transitions, which might require human interaction.
For both approaches it has to be considered that a sen-
sor reading of a physical object might belong to several
workflow instances. An example are inter-organizational
workflows, where several workflows are coordinated by
exchanging messages, potentially resulting in exchange of
physical objects being relevant for several workflow schema
and at least one instance per schema.
Another challenge for both approaches are non uniquely
identifiable physical objects. For example several physical
boxes with the same product bar code are handled by a
picking and a sorting workflow instance at the same time. In
case of triggering a transition with non unique identifiable
objects the definition of the predicate gets more difficult
since the correlation information to the workflow instance
has to be included. In case of correlating sates the mapping
of sensor data states and workflow instance states gets more
complicated, since state changes of physical objects are hard
to identify because a set of readings belongs to a set of
indistinguishable objects.
A challenge for state correlation is the synchronization
of workflow state changes with sensor state changes. Since
there are many workflow instances running in parallel and
physical objects potentially being relevant for several work-
flow instances, it is difficult to identify the relevant sensor
state space and its changes between two synchronization
points of a workflow instance.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a tight and a loosely correlation of sensor
data and workflow systems is investigated. It turns out that
the tight coupling, where sensor data is used for workflow
coordination, may reduce manual effort for coordinating
workflow instances. However, the workflow execution is
much more dependent on a stable infrastructure and the
reliability of sensor data and workflow systems. The loose
coupling has not been investigated in this context although
similarities to data integration have been identified.
Interesting challenges are the mentioned synchronization
problems of workflow state changes and sensor data changes
and the handling of non unique identifiable physical objects
in parallel running workflow instances each using a subset
of these objects.
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